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Tara Hotel
Address: Becici
City: Budva
ZIP code: 85310
Country Montenegro
Phone +382 33 404 196
tara-hotel@t-com.me

No of rooms

No of halls

NAJVEĆA SALA

225

2

280

Surrounding
Sea side

About us

Facilities

At one of the most beautiful places of the Montenegrin coast, is Tara Hotel, just a

WiFi
Restaurant
Open pool
Open parking lot
Opened game courts
Business center

hundred meters from the beach which was named as the most beautiful in Europe,
way back in 1935 in Paris.
The entire length of this beautiful and almost 2 km long sandy beach provides an
attractive promenade with restaurants and bars.

Accommodation
Tara Hotel has 141 double-bed, 54 triple-bed rooms, 28 Family apartments and 2
Apartments. The hotel also has rooms and suites in the annex. All rooms have air
conditioning, mini bar, safe, cable TV, wireless internet and direct dial telephone. Most
of the rooms have direct or side sea view.

Conference capacities

Tara Hotel has a large conference room on 2 levels, as well as a small conference
room with a maximum capacity of 25 people. Tara Hotel is suitable for organizing
seminars, meetings, conferences and other events.

Additional facilities
Aperitif Bar, Pool Bar and Beach Bar, fitness, hairdresser and beauty salon, massage
salon, billiard, table-tennis
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* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Technical equipment
Projector
Flipchart
Sound System

Location
In the most beautiful part of Montenegro, at the famous beach of Becici and only 2km
away from the town of Budva, is situated Tara Hotel.

GPS coordinates
18.86271 (Dužine / Longitude)
42.282726 (Širine / Latitude)

